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The Kaiju Big Battel is a tongue-in-cheek hybrid of American pro-wrestling,
Japanese monster-movie mayhem and lowbrow pop culture. The Kaiju
universe maintains a roster of approximately 30 monsters, including a blue
alien named Sky Deviler, a factory worker-turned-soup can called Kung Fu
Chicken Noodle, a dirty hare-sage dubbed Disco Bunny, Ucho Chu the
Space Bug and a despicable square headed mad scientist known as Dr.
Cube. Battel’s typically take place in a standard-size wrestling ring, lined
with miniature cityscapes and random Japanese movie props. They are
currently creating a huge stir in the American underground with their mix of
WWF, Godzilla and Hello Kitty kitsch. Fused had the pleasure of speaking
to the not at all square Dr. Cube in his first ever UK interview.

FUSED: For those in the United Kingdom who have never attended a Kaiju
Big Battel event how would you describe it?

DR CUBE: Simply put Kaiju Big Battel is live monster mayhem. Two or
more monsters engage in a Battel for supremacy in a cityscape and the
first monster to be pinned loses. That’s all your really need to know. There
are also other distractions for the ADD crowd, such as live music, video
screens, and what not. Many humans see Kaiju as an excuse to scream at
the top of their lungs, flirt with the opposite sex, and drink excessive
amounts of alcohol. But believe me, it is not all fun and games, Kaiju Big
Battel is a struggle of good versus evil.

FUSED: Where are you originally from, are you earth based?

DR CUBE: Even though I can’t stand the wretched human race, I must
admit I am of this planet.

FUSED: How did you discover the world of Kaiju or did it discover you?

DR CUBE: Kaiju Big Battel has always existed. I merely happened upon it,
when it was in a rather despicable state, I must say, and made it better by
adding to it an element of danger comparable to none.



FUSED: Could you tell us a little bit about the fantastic Cube helmet that
you wear? Does it serve a practical purpose or is it purely aesthetic? Do
you ever remove it?

DR CUBE: Every thing serves a purpose. The helmet serves multiple
purposes; protection, aesthetic, and others. Kaiju fans are much like
lemmings; should one jump to its death, the rest will surely follow suit.
They are weak and stupid. I wear the helmet to protect the viewers from a
visage so beautiful it would drive them to mass suicide because of shear
disgust in themselves.

FUSED: Recent Kaiju events have incorporated musical acts such as Anti-
Pop Consortium and Le Savy Fav, what do you make of all this? Do you
enjoy their music, if not what kind of music do you enjoy?

DR CUBE: No, absolutely not. I despise all popular music, every genre,
including pretentious art rock like Les Savy Fav and indie hip hop. Anti-pop
Consortium. How very ironic! I have to give those boys a little pat on the
back for the ridiculous name of their "anti-pop" pop group. Lets get things
straight, the music at the Big Battel is to keep simple-minded humans
engaged. Nonetheless, classical music is the ultimate expression.

FUSED: Throughout history there have been many evil
leaders/wrestlers/fictional characters. Do you take inspiration from anyone
in particular?

DR CUBE: I am my own inspiration. It all comes from inside me. I certainly
wouldn’t follow in the footsteps of any "evil leaders," because they all fail
miserably over time. Save for maybe George W. Bush. Now, there is some
crafty evil. Keep an eye on that boy! He has potential, but his greed and
near-sightedness will be his downfall, and his feeble speeches to the
American public don’t help his cause either. One of my goals is to give the
human race a proper evil role model. I do evil right!

FUSED: What do you do to help yourself unwind when not wrestling? Do
you partake in any hobbies or pastimes?

DR CUBE: Ah yes, I have quite a few pastime activities, although I
certainly would not classify any of them as hobbies. Give me some credit!
Hobbies are for young boys and girls, and old men. I am neither; I am the
leader of the most powerful evil force within Kaiju Big Battel! But yes, I
enjoy my pastimes; stitching ears to lips and such. Also, I enjoy collapsing
third world countries’ economies with the click of a button by adjusting my



online stock portfolio. E trade is fabulous. What a fun little scam. Ahh, but
gene splicing in my basement is my real passion. All the Internet nonsense
is just a fad. It was so fun to see the "e-bottom" fall out and watch all those
hungry rats scramble in a panic. You humans really do amuse me with the
commercial games you play! Did you really think that you could just add
the letter "e" or "i" in front or every product and service to save your
capitalistic economy? By God, you have got to realize that capitalism is a
failed economic system. And although it may be the best system you have
got, it is a bankrupt system. Trust me, I know. I profit from such failures
and I wouldn’t have it any other way. Why do you think the American
government would rather pay $665.99 for a new cesspool pump instead of
$0.0065 to maintain it in working order. And I know, I own those
government contracts for all those sewer pumps. I digress, my apologies.

FUSED: What are your feelings on some of the smaller scale US wrestling
federations: WWF, WCW, do you ever watch them?

DR CUBE: I never watch TV. It is the perfect waste of time and will
ultimately be the downfall of modern man. As for wrestling federations,
they make me laugh. How could I avoid hysterics when seeing bunch of
men in tights rolling around on a mat for the enjoyment of the lowly
American masses. Ha, that is all I have to say regarding the foolishness of
American pro-wrestling. Ha!

FUSED: How did you learn to wrestle, are you self-taught?

DR CUBE: Are you thick in the skull? Again, I do NOT wrestle. I engage in
Battel. I’m fighting a war for world domination, not dancing around in tights
for glorified carnies! Are you a professional journalist?

FUSED: What did you do before Kaiju Big Battel?

DR CUBE: I’m not sure you if your limited intellect could comprehend my
childhood. It wasn’t average because of my extraordinary intelligence. I
never played with Tinker Toys or Lincoln Logs like you must have. I
enjoyed experiments with osmosis, synthesis and gene splicing. My first
successful creation was a spider crossed with a green pepper. I of course
graduated to larger scale and more successful projects such as my
beloved henchman Hell Monkey, and later the fierce Dino Kang. But the
technology is too advanced for your comprehension. After all aren’t human
scientist only now discovering strategies for human cloning? Aren’t you
Brits still fooling around with sheep. My you English are a curious lot.



FUSED: Could you tell us about some of the high points during your Kaiju
career?

DR CUBE: When you are on your way to world domination, like myself,
everyday is a high point.

FUSED: Could you now tell us about some of the low points you have had
during your career?

DR CUBE: Losing monsters in Battels is always trying. I lost two of my
oldest creations in the past year. My green terror-lizard, Midori No Kaiju
was killed at Shogun Showdown and Multi Moog was lost at Matsuri Mass
Mayhem this past April. I might be an evil mad genius but I still feel a dull
sort of ache when I lose a monster in the heat of Battel. Given that I made
these awesome creations, I feel as though I lose a little bit of myself when
they die off.

FUSED: You actually create your own companions (minions) could you tell
us a little bit about the process of constructing an evil minion? Any
failures/successes?

DR CUBE: Too many to know for sure, Besides I prefer not to disclose the
process for security purposes. But, I’ve been collecting them for a long
time. They’re all successes in their own way, even if a minion experiment
fails, I learn from my mistakes. I subscribe to positive thinking, as any man
of destiny such as myself must do in this day and age.

FUSED: What kind of relationship do you have with your minions? Is it
purely a master/minion relationship or do you consider them friends?

DR CUBE: They are not my friends. They are instruments of my own
design. And, no, I do not fear them. Why do humans tend to fear their own
tools? The computer is your friend, and so is the stick shift.

FUSED: Who are your enemies/nemeses in Kaiju Big Battel; can you tell
us a little bit about them?

DR CUBE: The biggest thorns in my side are the Kaiju Heroes including
Silver Potato, Slow Feng, and American Beetle, as well as the other
contending evil forces within Kaiju. Team Space Bug, which is a poor
excuse for a bunch of alien insects, operates like a gang of hoodlums. I
have nothing positive to say about them. Moving on...



FUSED: What do you ultimately hope to achieve within the realms Kaiju
Big Battel?

DR CUBE: I want to rule the Kaiju Big Battel so I can rule the world.
Doesn’t everyone want to rule the world? If you do not want to rule the
world, you truly are an idiot. Have you no idea of how vast and complex
the world is? Isn’t that intriguing; to have that much power harnessed
toward maliciousness? The possibilities are endless. I never understood
why the British feared totalitarianism. Some of the most creative regimes in
political history have been dictatorships.

FUSED: Have you ever visited the United Kingdom? If not do you have
any plans? Are there any plans to bring Kaiju Big Battel to the UK?

DR CUBE: I don’t drink or care to look at stone structures in the rain. But,
since the UK does has a few cityscapes worthy of a Big Battel, I could see
some live monster mayhem erupting there in the future.

FUSED: Do you have any closing comments?

DR CUBE: I am glad the interview is over. Now, go buy my t-shirt on
kaiju.com. The online Kaiju Mall takes Euro, pounds, anything that can be
melted down. Good day!


